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MXL UNVEILS ITS V67 RECORDING KIT, A MATCHED SET OF WORLD CLASS
MICROPHONES IN A ROAD READY CASE
MXL Introduces A Microphone Kit With A Selection of Microphones Designed To Meet The Demands of
Most Studio Recording Applications
El Segundo, CA, March 21, 2012 –MXL Microphones, a leading manufacturer of professional
recording microphones today announced the upcoming release of the V67 Recording Kit. The V67
Recording Kit contains a matched setup of several MXL microphones, mounts and adaptors that are
designed and geared towards specific recording applications which include all vocals and instruments such
as piano, guitar, choirs, and string sessions. In addition, all of the microphones are kept safe in a selfcontained and durable protective case.
The V67 Recording Kit includes the V67GS microphone as well as two V67N microphones. It
also includes mounts, adaptors and a travel case. The V67GS is a large-diaphragm cardioid condenser
microphone that combines Class-A FET circuitry and a transformer /coupled output for an open and pure
sound. The V67GS also offers a smooth rising presence peak which is preferred for vocals when there is a
heavy low end in the mix.
The V67N is a pressure-gradient condenser microphone with cardioid/omni pattern, and a
signature marked by the right blend of power, presence and clarity. Hand-selected components and
transformer-balanced output help deliver a solid bottom end and exposed top, making it good choice for
overhead recording of piano, guitar, drums, choirs, and other applications.
"We are excited to be offering this complete vocal and instrument microphone recording kit. MXL
mics have been relied on by top professionals for instrument and vocal recording for many years,” states
Perry Goldstein, MXL Sales & Marketing Manager. “Now, we offer what we consider the perfect
combination of mics. The V67 kit is a set that sounds great, is priced right, and offers all recording
enthusiasts the opportunity to add our V67 products to their professional and project studio.”
Key Features:






Contains one V67GS with 6-micron, gold sputtered diaphragm, high-pass roll-off switch, -6dB
pad, and frequency response of 30Hz to 20kHz.
Contains two V67N’s 6-micron, gold sputtered diaphragm and frequency response of 20Hz to
20kHz.
V67N microphones are internally wired with Mogami cable for added sonic integrity.
Includes mounts, adapters and a case

The V67 Recording Kit will be available in music stores starting May 2012.

About MXL:

MXL is division of Marshall Electronics. MXL is a leading manufacturer of consumer and
professional audio products for the music recording, broadcast, post, production, and live sound
markets. Additional information on the V67 Recording Kit and all MXL microphones can be found
at www.mxlmics.com
About Marshall Electronics:
Marshall Pro Audio/Video is a leading supplier of LCD monitors, cameras, business
microphones, cables and accessories for A/V professionals around the world. With over 30 years of
experience servicing the industrial, broadcast and OEM electronics industries, Marshall Pro A/V
offers unique system solutions, flexibility, superior customer service and the latest technologies for
the professional audio/video market. Discover the Marshall advantage at www.marshall-usa.com.
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